
A Brief Introduction to the Biscuit Making Machine

  As a professional biscuit manufacturer, we have very rich experience in the biscuit
industry. Recently, we want to gain a higher reputation in the market and make our brand
a well-known brand in the industry, so we decided to use a more superior equipment,
Biscuit Machine passed our inspection, and finally we decided to use this equipment for
production. 

If you want to choose a food that can be accepted by the public, I believe that most people will choose
biscuits. The biscuits taste crisp and mellow. When we are hungry, a biscuit can make us feel full of energy.
The market demand is very large.

As a professional biscuit manufacturer, we have very rich experience in the biscuit industry. Recently, we
want to gain a higher reputation in the market and make our brand a well-known brand in the industry, so we
decided to use a more superior equipment, Biscuit Machine passed our inspection, and finally we decided to
use this equipment for production.

The basic composition of the biscuit machine:

The biscuit machine is composed of a mixer, a screw conveyor, a forming machine, an oven, an oil injector, a
cooling conveyor, a packaging machine and other equipment. With these equipment, dough preparation,
sheeting, roll cutting, and baking can be completed automatically , Fuel injection, cooling, packaging and
other production processes are very practical.
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1. Mixer: Mix the raw materials evenly and knead it into a smooth dough.

2. Screw conveyor: convey the mixed dough to the forming machine, which can realize multi-angle
transportation without pollution and leakage during transportation.

3. Forming machine: After pressing the dough into a pancake, it is cut into shape, and the cutting shape can
be adjusted freely.

4. Oven: High-temperature baking can make the biscuits mature quickly in a short time, and can make the
biscuits more crispy.

5. Oil injector: spray oil mist evenly on the surface of the biscuit, making the color of the biscuit look more
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golden and attractive.

6. Cooling conveyor: cool the biscuits, keep the temperature of the biscuits at about 30 degrees Celsius, and
will not return to moisture after packaging.

7. Packaging machine: fully automatic packaging biscuits.

The biscuit machine can process and produce many types of biscuits, such as soda biscuits, cookies,
sandwich biscuits, chocolate biscuits, etc., only need to change the mold to process and produce round,
triangle, square, heart, star, etc. Shaped biscuits are very versatile.

Biscuit machine is a kind of equipment that is very worthy of use. It can show very powerful advantages
during use, with remarkable performance, and more obvious advantages than the equipment we used before.

What are the advantages of the biscuit machine?

1. All equipment is made of food grade stainless steel, the quality is very reliable, and the use time is very
long.
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2. High degree of automation, very high production efficiency, larger output per unit time.

3. The PLC control system is very simple to operate, and the touch screen operation allows ordinary workers
to operate easily.

4. It can process and produce various types and shapes of biscuits, which have a wide range of uses.

5. The equipment is inexpensive, cost-effective and very flexible.

The performance of the biscuit machine is very superior. Since the replacement of the equipment, the quality
of the biscuits produced by us has been greatly improved, and they are more popular in the market.
Consumers also appreciate the biscuits we produce now. .

On this basis, we have obtained more orders and submitted high-quality biscuits to our customers within the
specified time. Our customers have reached a long-term friendly relationship with us, all thanks to Biscuit
Machine’s superior performance.

The biscuit machine has brought us great development opportunities. We will use the biscuit machine for a
long time. At the same time, we also hope that manufacturers can develop more equipment with superior
performance. We hope that with our efforts, the biscuit industry can make greater progress !
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